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Abstract  
The artwork L’Origine du Monde’ shows a strongly enlarged bacterial chain made from glass cells and filled with 
colonies of cyanobacteria carrying out live real-time photosynthesis. Cyanobacteria are photosynthetic bacteria that 
live in moist soil and water, often in a symbiotic relationship with plants or lichen. 
The glass cells for the artwork have been specially produced by glassblowers in Venice. Different strains of 
cyanobacteria have been cultured at the Hybrid Forms Lab, which is specialised in photosynthesis. My STARTS 
residency at the Hybrid Forms lab (part of the biophysics department of the VU Amsterdam) offered me the possibility 
to study the properties of cyanobacteria and how to deploy these micro-organisms for the creation of biosensors. 
Together with scientists I set up experiments to grow and monitor cyanobacteria under different conditions. This 
residency has impacted my work because it allowed me to advance the search for biosensors in laboratory conditions 
and to learn more about cyanobacteria. 
This specific artwork fits within a broader art science work programme that I have been carrying out for almost a 
decade. I am researching a ‘Sensorial Skin’ [for an Intelligent Beehive]. The biofilm/skin is grown using cyanobacteria 
that will react to changes in light, colour or texture based on stress caused by the atmospheric pollution in the 
honeybee’s foraging radius. I test these skins on populated beehives, installed in my open air lab in Brussels. Future 
actions will lead to further research regarding the advantages of cyanobacteria and the process of photosynthesis for 
CO2 reduction and oxygen production on a small scale. The production of biopolymers as a byproduct is also an 
interesting source for the creation of renewable materials. 
 
Index Terms 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
‘Sensorial Skin’ [for an Intelligent Beehive] is a bio-art project on the edge of art and science. It combines in a radical 
way smart materials, biomimetic forms and biotechnology. It is inspired by the intelligence, complexity and self-
organisation of bee colonies as Super Organisms. It evokes issues of sustainability and biodiversity, giving viewers an 
artistic experience of my ongoing research related to the disappearance of the honeybee. Bees are bio-indicators. 
They reflect the health of their surrounding ecosystem as well as the cumulative effects of different pollutants. But in 
many industrialized nations bee colonies are now threatened. Pesticides and parasites are among the main factors, 
but equally worrisome is air pollution and the compromised state of the bees’ foraging fields. To tackle the harmful 
treatment of honeybees, I developed a radically new beehive: The Intelligent Beehive. This mobile shelter for swarming 
honeybees is designed for urban environments. It supports the bee colonies in their pollination tasks, and as result 
indemnifies the biodiversity of their foraging fields. Its goal is a double one. The inside of this bespoke beehive offers 
a safe refuge tailored to the needs of a honeybee colony as if living in the wild. A co-habitation with symbiotic bacteria 
has a positive influence on their immune system. The outside of the hive is a biosensor that interacts with the 
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environment. A bacterial biofilm measures the pollution of the foraging fields around the beehive by changing colour 
when a specific threshold of fine dust is passed, because they change their internal (and hence external) state based 
on the degrees of atmospheric pollution that causes them stress. The bacterial shield will thus reflect the information 
about the state of the environment, for example by changes in light, colour or texture, so that the cover shield becomes 
a 'sensorial skin'. 

II. ARTWORK 
The work ‘L’Origine du Monde’ [Fig.1 and Fig.2] is the first artistic outcome of my research with respect to the creation 
of an organic grown Sensorial Skin. The installation ‘L’Origine du Monde’ shows a strongly enlarged bacterial chain 
made from glass cells. Every cell is filled with cyanobacteria producing real-time photosynthesis. Together they form a 
complex microbial population that communicates via quorum sensing and reduces CO2 emission from the air, whilst 
producing oxygen and biopolymers. Due to these qualities, the bacterial chain can be qualified as an active biological 
interface.  
 

  
Fig.1: ‘L’Origine du Monde’ exhibited at the expo The New Green Deal (Regional STARTS, Harelbeke, Belgium)  

Fig.2: and at the end event of the STARTS Residencies program at Le Centquatre in Paris, France. Jan-Feb 2020. 
 

Photosynthetic cyanobacteria are autotrophic, which means that they take care of their own energy provisioning. They 
perform photosynthesis in a similar manner to plants. They contain light-harvesting pigments, they absorb carbon 
dioxide, and release oxygen. These micro algae have had a huge impact on how our planet evolved. They contributed 
heavily to the biodiversity on earth, by helping to convert the earth’s early oxygen-deficient atmosphere to an oxygen-
rich environment, so that new organisms that were dependent on oxygen began to emerge. This is also why I call this 
artwork, which is a result of my research, ‘L’Origine du Monde’. The title is of course a wink towards the famous painting 
of the French painter Gustave Courbet. 
 
The visual aspects of the artwork progress over time during the exhibition: in every glass cell, the bacterial colonies 
grow and consequently, their color deepens in hue, which gives the audience a different experience with each visit. 
The overall installation of the work is very versatile. It consists of 50 individual, custom made borosilicate glass cells 
(each ± 15cm long en ± 12cm in diameter). It can be presented in a range of different setups: a cluster of large chains, 
smaller chains, or individual couplings, presented on hot rolled metal sheets [Fig.3] or presented in a kind of laboratory 
setup on tables or pedestals [Fig.10].  The latter presentation focuses more on the metabolism of the cells and the 
process of photosynthesis, whereas the ‘chains’ presentation focuses on the general concept [Fig.1] of a living 
interface. But for me, as an artist, the aesthetic dimension is equally primordial. The forms created by natural systems 
such as bacteria have an astounding beauty which needs to be made visible. It creates awe and hence appreciation 
and respect for Nature.  
 
With the artwork ‘L’Origine du Monde’, the project ‘Sensorial Skin’ [for a Guerrilla Beehive] tackles a new challenging 
application domain where a collaboration between human and non-human actors comes in action to maintain the 
resilience of our ecosystem. As artists, scientists, beekeepers, makers and thinkers, we have to collaborate with 
insects, plants and micro-organisms. With the bees as go-between, and with the help of bacteria, the bio-design of the 
Intelligent Guerrilla Beehive has come into focus. This project is driven by the intelligence, complexity and self-
organisation of a Super Organism. The collaboration with Nature should lead to a more diverse and thus more resilient 
system, post-human and post-anthropocentric.  
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III. METHODOLOGY 
 

The methodology used for this work comprises a scientific part (the research) and an artistic part (the production and 
presentation). The scientific research of the project Sensorial Skin [for an Intelligent Beehive] focuses on a specific 
aspect of the beehive, namely turn the skin (or outer shell) into a biosensor. I believe that working with cyanobacteria 
is a promising path to achieve the objectives regarding the responsive skin, because cyanobacteria are auto-trophe 
and they can live in colonies and react as such. They are able to obtain energy through photosynthesis (a process 
which converts light energy into chemical energy which can be transformed into electrical energy) and because they 
can change their internal (and hence external) state based on the degrees of atmospheric pollution that causes them 
stress. Therefore, I started to study a selection of cyanobacteria species at the Hybrid Forms Lab. I followed a 
preconceived outline of scientific and artistic procedures. 
 
Important steps in my scientific research were: (1) the choice which bacteria species are used as the basis for 
photosynthesis, (2) the choice of the growth medium for the bacteria, (3) the choice of the exoskeleton, (4) the 
mechanisms for converting the captured energy into electrical energy, and (5) the environmental properties that can 
be sensed directly by the cover shield.  
 

   
Fig.3 (upper left): SEM microscopy of cyanobacterium Anabaena sp. (Collection D.Kunkel Microscopy);  

(left) and (bottom middle): L’Origine du Monde (bacterial chain), STARTS residencies event, le 104, Paris.   
Fig.4: (right) DIY Bioreactor 1.0 at the exhibition ‘Seeing Together’, KASK, School of Arts Ghent, Belgium. 

©AnneMarie Maes 
 

(1): Choice of cyanobacteria: By studying the scientific literature, I discovered that most cyanobacteria species have 
the tendency to form bacterial chains [Fig.3]. This is an important property to aggregate into colonies and form a biofilm, 
and moreover, the visual aspect of these chains is also very aesthetic. I selected some strains of cyanobacteria and I 
started to culture them in the lab. I designed a DIY bioreactor [Fig.4] to monitor closely the behaviour of the bacteria 
and to check at regular intervals their parameters of growth. 
(2) Choice of growth medium: I cultured different strains of cyanobacteria on a selection of nutrient mediums. I 
examined the ability of these unicellular organisms to aggregate in colonies and thus form biofilms to create a shield 
around the beehive.  
(3) Choice of exoskeleton: I set up experiments to grow biofilms of cyanobacteria on an exoskeleton made of microbial 
cellulose, one of the materials I work with on the outer shell of the beehive. 
(4) Mechanism for converting energy: I measured current flows between positive charged agarose medium saturated 
with cyanobacteria and negative charged microbial skin overgrown by cyanobacteria. 
(5) Environmental properties that can be sensed by the biosensor/biofilm: literature about this point was consulted 
extensively but this topic then required more practical research in the laboratory; e.g. to find out which airborne 
pollutants or toxins can be sensed by the cyanobacteria in the biofilm and how exactly they can measure the quantities 
of these specific substances in the environment? 
   
Important steps in my artistic research were: (1) transfer of the concept/message (2) best possible artistic visualisation 
(3) the right choice of materials to work with. 
(1) Concept: For the past decade I have been researching and carrying out art projects to raise ecological awareness 
and thus induce behaviour change by the public at large. The Sensorial Skin, created by cyanobacteria, is a living 
biological interface, a CO2 reducer and a providor of oxygen. With the artwork ‘L’Origine du Monde’ I want to trigger 
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the interest of the public and point to the amazing role cyanobacteria played and still play in the development of our 
oxygenetic planet.  
(2) Artistic discipline: to exhibit the artwork, I choose to work with the form of an installation. The formal aesthetics of 
the work are inspired by cyanobacterial micrographs made with the Scanning Electron Microscope [Fig.3 upper right]. 
I also decided to focus on the process/progress of the living organisms during the duration of the exhibition. As the 
bacterial colonies grow, their colors in the glass vessels become more dense. The air bubbles in the medium manifests 
the oxygen released by the bacteria. 
(3) Disciplines and materials used in the installation: the installation shows a contrast of hard materials (glass, metal) 
and soft, living, colorful materials (the cyanobacterial colonies). I work with a combination of traditional craftmanship 
(handmade borosilicate glass vessels, created after my design by artisans in Venice and Brussels and presented on 
polished black metal sheets) combined with living, biological matter and a selection of different growth mediums with 
nutrients. 

IV. CO-CREATION PROCESS 
 
Researching the challenging Sensorial Skin project from a biotechnological point of view, and making the general 
concept of an organic grown and interactive skin work in a practical sense, required a close interaction with a scientific 
group providing scientific and practical support from a biolab and from fablab facilities so that biotechnological 
experimentation and production became feasible. In professor Frese’s lab at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, 
photosynthetic organisms such as cyanobacteria are being probed with advanced techniques for solar electricity 
generation. The laboratory is equipped with wetlab facilities, so that the study of bacterial cultures and conducting 
experiments became feasible. Collaboration with the Frese group was furthermore very congruent with my artistic 
objectives because the group has experience with the integration of artists in their scientific practice through former 
residencies at the 'Hybrid Forms' lab. Besides my affiliation to the Hybrid Forms Lab in Amsterdam, I had an affiliation 
to the Open Biolab at Erasmus Hogeschool Brussels. This gave me the opportunity to react quickly to my work with 
living organisms. Since the wetlab facilities of the 2 labs have a slightly overlapping design, I was able to further develop 
certain experiments that I had started in Amsterdam in Brussels [Fig.8]. In addition, the lab managers from Brussels 
have shown an interest in collaborating with their colleagues from Amsterdam, which of course benefited my practice 
by working in the 2 labs. 

With Dr. R. Frese I had good discussions about the overall scientific approach of my Sensorial Skin project. He pointed 
out some interesting paths to follow for my research, and he mainly put me in touch with the right people in the lab as 
there are Dr. Sandrine d’Haene (lab technician specialised in Cyanobacteria), Dr. Granit Domgjoni (conducts scientific 
research with Photosynthetic Microbial Fuel Cells) and the masterstudent Iza Awad (Chemistry Researcher studying 
the possibilities of Bacterial Cellulose as sustainable material). Dr. Frese also stimulated me to present my research 
during a symposium of the Arias network (Amsterdam Research Institute of the Arts and Sciences) in Amsterdam. 
Together we also submitted a proposal at the Mingler foundation, to receive a scholarship from The Royal Netherlands 
Academy of Arts and Sciences for the follow-up research of the Sensorial Skin project. 
Dr. Sandrine d’Haene is part time lab technician at the Hybrid Forms lab where she provides assistance to the artists 
in residence. Dr. d’Haene received her doctorate on the ‘Regulation of Light Energy in Photosynthetic Bacteria’, which 
made her the right person to learn from about the specific properties of cyanobacteria. She introduced me to the art of 
culturing cyanobacteria strains as Synechocystis sp. [Fig.5] and Spirulina sp. By focusing on their specific nutritive 
needs. I learned about constituents and traces and I tried out different recipes to fabricate sterile growth mediums. 
Together with Sandrine d’Haene I made BG11 and Zarouk [Fig.7]; we compared the recipes from DSMZ with the ones 
from the biological supply company Carolina. I learned to use K2HPO4 (Dipotassium phosphate) and/or Na2CO3 
(Sodium carbonate) as buffers to adjust the pH of the mediums. All this know how gave me the basic knowledge to get 
started with experiments in my own home lab/artist studio. With Iza Awad I set up experiments with bacterial cellulose 
[Fig.9] and I researched its specific properties to use it as a growth medium for cyanobacteria, mosses and lichen. 
Granit Domgjoni helped me to make DIY microbial fuel cells based upon experiments with agarose/cyanobacteria 
batteries, copper and aluminium. Agarose overgrown by cyanobacteria is conductive. Bacterial cellulose (BC skin) is 
an acid medium. We have set up experiments measuring the voltage with 3 batteries in series, with and without 
microbial skins [Fig.6]. 
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Fig.5: (left) Growing cyanobacteria Synechocystis sp. at Hybrid Forms Lab, VU Amsterdam. 

Fig.6: (right) Testing electrical currents between nutrient agar medium saturated with Nostoc sp. and  
microbial cellulose grown by Acetobacter xylinum, Hybrid Forms Lab, VU Amsterdam. 

 

  
Fig.7: (left) Preparing nutrients for growth mediums, Hybrid Forms Lab, VU Amsterdam. 

Fig.8 (rightt): A. Working with cyanobacteria in the Open Biolab, Erasmus Hogeschool Brussels (2019).     
 B.  light microscope image of Anabaena sp.Open Biolab Erasmus Hogeschool Brussels. 

  
Fig.9 (left) Tests on growth of different strains of cyanobacteria in combination with microbial cellulose. 

Fig.10 (right) First tests: growing cyanobacteria in custom-blown laboratorium vessels. 
 

The know how gathered together with the colleagues at the Hybrid Forms Lab was very useful to advance research 
and experiments in my own artist studio in Brussels. This follow up should lead to a work of art that can pass my 
message to a general public. The message: ‘Sensorial Skin [for a Guerilla Beehive]’ tackles a new challenging 
application domain where a collaboration between human and non-human actors (bacteria, other micro-organisms, 
bees) is necessary to maintain the resilience of the system. The research and development of the biosensor have also 
been a starting point for exploring possible futures through my artistic experiments on materials science and 
biotechnology. The Sensorial Skin is a smart fabric. This bacterial cellulose skin is grown by Acetobacter bacteria and 
is augmented with cyanobacteria for sensing and actuating, for computation and for communication. My biosensor 
‘Sensorial Skin’ is a biophysical device which can detect the presence of specific substances (e.g. pollutants) in the 
environment, and which is capable of measuring the quantities of these specific substances.  
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I set out a timeline with the necessary steps to follow towards the realisation of a biosensor as a work of art. I started 
growing the cyanobacteria species that I brought from Amsterdam in my artist studio in Brussels. With the help of an 
electro-engineer I designed a DIY bioreactor [Fig.4] to monitor at regular intervals their parameters of growth. I 
discussed my results with fellow artists during the art/science exhibition ‘Seeing Together’ in Ghent (2019) where my 
‘DIY bioreactor’ was exhibited. I was growing bacteria in the form of a biofilm on a 3D printed, nutrient-rich exoskeleton 
that is representing the design of the beehive. I set up experiments with other organisms, in particular lichen, for sensing 
the pollution in the environment. I continued the experiment with the DIY microbial fuel cells, I measured the electrical 
current conducted between positive charged agar medium saturated with cyanobacteria and negative charged 
microbial skin overgrown by cyanobacteria.  
In the Open BioLab Brussels I was studying a range of cyanobacterial species (Anabaena, Oscillatoria, Nostoc, 
Synechocystis, Sprirulina) under the light microscope and after these close readings of the bacteria I decided to 
develop my artwork in the form of a bacterial chain. The material I choose for the formal execution is glass, as this very 
versatile material [Fig.10] fulfills all the needs to work with cyanobacteria: transparancy for photosynthesis, possibility 
to autoclave and to work in sterile conditions, and sculptable into the desired forms. I started to look for collaborations 
with glass workshops in Venice and Brussels. 
 

V. IMPACT 
A. Research Impact 
The approach underlying the ‘Sensorial Skin’ project is entirely novel and has never been used before to create a safe 
housing for hives, or perform environmental monitoring. The key novelty of the Sensorial Skin project lies in the 
replacement of classical electronics for sensing, and sensory processing by bio-tech solutions: (1) the organic 
exoskeleton provides the exterior body and is replacing styrofoam or other non-organic materials currently used for 
beehives. (2) Organic matter integrated as a biofilm on the exoskeleton will be used as biosensors that signal 
environmental conditions through visual change.  
The methodology is radically centred on sustainability. This fits within the general push in contemporary society towards 
a more sustainable environment. This has become more and more urgent as the evidence of climate change and 
species collapse becomes stronger by the day. The ‘Sensorial Skin’ project is challenging from a technical and scientific 
viewpoint and has clear ecological value, contributing to the survival of a species critical for our own survival. It also 
has great innovation potential because the techniques that need to be developed to make the biosensor work, can 
make a contribution to the study of sustainable energy provisioning. We have not yet reached our goal, although we 
are on the right track - yet there is still a whole part of the research track to be completed. 
For the Applied Photosynthesis research group the key challenge today is to increase the power output of the electricity 
produced by living photosynthetic colonies, and to find photosynthetic enzymes that operate on electrodes to produce 
electricity. The Sensorial Skin project and setting up microbial fuel cells experiments, with Cyanobacteria and with 
Bacterial Cellulose, is so far interesting for the Applied Photosynthesis group as a reach out into speculative designs, 
independent from human needs but aiding other organisms. 

B. Artistic Impact 
My work is a tight coupling between research and art. It meanders on the edge of biology, ecology and technology. For 
the past decade, I have been researching and carrying out art projects to raise ecological awareness and thus induce 
behaviour change. I have conceived various beehives as monitoring devices [Fig.11]. That, as well as the behaviour 
of their inhabitants, was seen as a way to observe the environment because bees are very sensitive to environmental 
factors such as climate change and pollution, and because they go foraging they give us ecological information about 
the areas around the beehive, for example by transporting pollution particles in their fur and bringing them back to the 
hive.  
The Sensorial Skin project fits within this socio-artistic agenda. With the Sensorial Skin as biosensor, I was investigating 
in how far a novel cover shield can be made for the beehives, a shield that reflects the state of the environment by 
changes in light or texture, expressed by the cyanobacteria in the biofilm. The processes used to build the advanced 
design concepts were also innovative. The project was merely exploiting natural growth processes, that were first 
tested using simulations, and later on 3D printed models [Fig.12] exploring different media for growth.  
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Fig.11: Intelligent Guerrilla Beehive v. 01 (2017) 

Fig.12: 3D printed exoskeleton with a Sensorial Skin grown by Acetobacter xylinum bacteria, inoculated with Lactobacillus plantarum grown into 
a biofilm (2018). 

 

VI. ART-SCIENCE INTER-RELATIONSHIPS  
 

The interaction between the artistic research and the scientific research in the Sensorial Skin project was based upon 
shared ideas between the scientists from the Applied Photosynthesis group and the artist. 
The speculative designs and proof of principle projects that resulted from the experiments raised questions on the 
role and functioning of photosynthesis. The research on the organic exoskeleton and its interaction with 
cyanobacteria was enlarging the scope of the scientific research carried out by the Applied Photosynthesis group. 
Also my former experiments were set-up in collaboration with scientists. I have always seen my research and  
development as a close interaction with the scientists.  I see the development of the project as an open environment 
for experimentation, a space for contradiction, criticism, evaluation and collaboration. Bacteria and other micro-
organisms grow biofilms and biofabrics, and both the artist and the scientists research how these novel materials can 
be enhanced and made even more useful through embedded electronics or synthetic biology, and how more 
sensorial qualities can be implemented via living technology.  
 

VII. FUTURE DIRECTION AND ACTIONS 
 

There are several avenues to build on the research developed during the STARTS residence. I studied several 
species of cyanobacteria, more specifically how these bacteria thrive and communicate in biofilms and how they 
perform photosynthesis. I want to build upon this research, and continue to study the versatile possibilities of 
cyanobacteria to develop a biotechnological Sensorial Skin. 

(1) LICHEN RESEARCH in the Hybrid Forms Lab 
I am invited by Professor Frese to continue my research on the environmental pollution sensing properties of 
cyanobacteria. Besides cyanobacteria, the Sensorial Skin project will study the possibility to work with other organisms 
for sensing the environment. One of these organisms that is worth exploring is lichen.  In this context, I especially want 
to research the mutualistic relation between cyanobacteria and lichen growing as a Sensorial Skin around the beehive. 
Lichen, a symbiotic cohabitation of cyanobacteria and fungi, is a composite organism that emerges from cyanobacteria 
living among the filaments of the fungi in a mutually beneficial symbiotic relationship. The fungi benefit from the 
carbohydrates produced by the cyanobacteria via photosynthesis, and the cyanobacteria assure their need for a humid 
environment through the proximity of the fungi. This cohabitation and collaboration is intriguing. Lichen reacts to sulphur 
dioxide and acid rain, ozone and nitrogen compounds, fluorides (a side effect of aluminium and glass making and 
production of fertilisers), toxic aromatic hydrocarbons, metals, and radioactive elements. The effects of these reactions 
are visible through changes in colour or texture of the lichen and could therefore potentially be used. Lichen can be 
integrated in the exoskeleton or in the medium. I will do fieldwork to collect samples of lichen and cyanobacteria in wet 
environments in and around Amsterdam and take them for in-depth study into the lab. In the wet lab of the Hybrid Form 
Lab I will study the samples and grow the lichen with a variety of micro-algae/cyanobacteria on different growth 
mediums. The goal is to work very closely with the scientists in the Hybrid Forms lab.  

(2) CYANOBACTERIA / micro ALGAE RESEARCH with other partners 
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The Sensorial Skin project will continue to study a range of possibilities to visualise the pollution in our environment 
and to raise awareness. An important factor that is not yet studied in-depth, is to define which gasses, carbon or fine 
dust particles or other chemical substances that can be sensed by our bacterial biosensor.  Therefore, I will try to set 
up a research project in a collaborative framework with partners specialised in at the one hand cyanobacteria and at 
the other hand synthetic biology. A range of partner institutes and organisations whith whom I have  already (loose or 
tighter) affiliations, as Prof. Wilmotte of Liège University (works on biodiversity, phylogeny and taxonomy of 
cyanobacteria and leads a public culture collection of cyanobacterial strains with a focus on Antarctic and Arctic 
ones). Also Prof. Tamagnini of Porto University, Portugal (who’s group is specialised in bioengineering & synthetic 
microbiology) and the Gluon foundation for Art, Science & technology (for their Regional STARTS program) have 
shown interest in further research of this topic.  

(3) NEW DESIGNS for a  CO2-reducer artwork   
I will produce designs for a CO2 reducing artwork in glass. I will do research and set up experiments in my studio in 
Brussels: growing cyanobacteria on sculpted forms enriched with nutrient medium; implement the results of the 
experiments in new sculptures and make prototypes. I will research the possibilities to 3d print with calcium/ceramic 
or other materials and also execute prototypes in borosilicate glass. CNC milling or lasering directly on rigid organic 
materials can be alternatives for 3D printing. I will use mathematical models based on reaction-diffusion systems so 
that a matrix is formed which is optimal for the growth and maintenance of the bacteria. These 3d printed matrices 
and glass works will have similar functionalities as the already produced glass cells of the ‘L’Origine du Monde’ 
artwork. The photosynthetic cyanobacteria grow in a medium and they take in CO2 and release oxygen. I will find out 
if research for these designs might be supported by residencies in organisations as KIKK (Namur, Belgium) or LUMA 
Foundation (Arles, France). 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
 

The Sensorial Skin project (biosensor for an Intelligent Beehive) fits within the larger objective of creating sustainable 
beehives, a goal which has been pursued by the artist during the past decade. She has built a series of ‘Intelligent 
Guerilla Beehives’, sometimes in the form of speculative designs but often also physically realized and inoculated with 
live bee colonies. The sustainable beehive is intended as a safe haven for honey bees and a monitoring station to track 
the health and behaviour of the colony and the environment.     
The Sensorial Skin project focuses on biotechnological solutions for environmental monitoring, using a radically 
innovative material in the form of photosynthetic bacteria. The bacteria have to form a responsive biofilm that is 
sustained by an underlying growth medium thriving on an exoskeleton. More research needs to be conducted on the 
sensing of the specific range of airborne substances and the reaction of the bacteria in the biofilm upon these particles, 
by quorum sensing and gene expression, visualised by changes in texture, light or colour. 
The project pursues radical innovation by using an integrated organic approach based on biophysics and molecular 
biology and by exploiting the possibilities for traditional craftsmanship (glass blowing) with 3d printing and digital 
fabrication.  The project is at the same time a source for a range of artworks, showing prototypes and populated 
sculptural beehives and results of environmental monitoring with close up views of the fascinating world of bacterial 
photosynthesis. 
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